INTRODUCTION
============

Motor weakness is one of the most serious disabling sequelae of stroke. It occurs in more than 50% of stroke patients \[[@B1]\]. Accurate prediction of motor outcome in stroke patients is important because it could provide useful information for clinicians to set specific rehabilitation strategies and to predict final motor outcomes. Among various neural tracts for motor function in the human brain, corticospinal tract (CST) is the most important neural tract \[[@B2][@B3][@B4][@B5][@B6]\]. Several evaluation tools have been used to predict motor outcome in stroke patients by assessing the state of CST, including conventional brain magnetic resonance imaging \[[@B7]\], motor evoked potentials (MEP) \[[@B8][@B9]\], and diffuse tensor imaging (DTI) \[[@B10]\].

Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) stimulates corticospinal neurons or interneurons synapsing on corticospinal neurons originating from the motor cortex. TMS can assess the state of CST by the presence of MEP or by analyzing the characteristics of MEP \[[@B11][@B12]\]. MEP has been widely used in the prediction of motor outcome in stroke patients \[[@B8][@B9][@B13][@B14][@B15][@B16]\]. However, MEP has limitation because it is possible to have false negative results due to excessive high threshold at early stage of stroke \[[@B13]\]. This limitation suggests that MEP might differ according to time of MEP from the onset of stroke \[[@B17]\]. The predictability of motor outcome in stroke patients can also differ according to the time of MEP from the onset of stroke. However, no study on this topic has been reported. We hypothesized that the predictability of MEP for motor outcome would be better in a late stage than in an early stage of stroke patients. The objective of this study was to compare the predictability of MEP in patients with putaminal hemorrhage (PH) according to the time of MEP from the onset of stroke.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Subjects
--------

We retrospectively reviewed consecutive patients with PH who had been admitted for rehabilitation in the Department of Rehabilitation & Physical Medicine of Yeungnam University Hospital from January 2006 to November 2013. Sixty consecutive patients (39 males and 21 females with mean age of 56.06±10.97 years) were recruited according to the following inclusion criteria: 1) first ever stroke, 2) age between 31 and 75 years, 3) MEP performed within 30 days from onset, 4) spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage centered on the unilateral putamen without intra-ventricular hemorrhage confirmed by a neuroradiologist, 5) absence of serious medical complications, such as pneumonia and cardiac problems during the experimental period, and 6) no severe cognitive problems (Mini-Mental State Examination \>24), no apraxia using ideomotor apraxia test \[[@B18]\], no somatosensory problems using two point discrimination, monofilament discrimination, and no seizure history. According to the time of MEP, patients were classified into two groups: early MEP group (within 15 days from onset) and late MEP group (16-30 days from onset). The study protocol was approved by the local ethics committee (IRB Protocol No. YUH-14-0425-D7).

Clinical evaluation
-------------------

Motricity Index (MI) was measured at the onset of stroke and at six months after the stroke. MI was used to assess motor impairment in patients who have had a stroke with a minimum score of 0 and a maximum score of 100. The reliability and validity of MI has well established \[[@B19]\]. Evaluations of clinical data and TMS were performed by different physicians. Based on prognosis, patients were classified into two groups: 1) good prognosis group with MI ≥ 75 at six months after the onset and 2) poor prognosis group with MI \< 75 at six months after the onset. The cutoff value of MI score at 75 was selected because affected extremities with such MI scores have been demonstrated to be able to sufficiently recover to have the ability to move against gravity \[[@B20]\]. Hemorrhage volume was calculated as 1/2 × long diameter × short diameter × thickness of the high-density area on computerized tomography scan \[[@B21]\].

TMS protocol
------------

TMS was performed at 17.78±4.95 days after stroke using a Magstim 200 magnetic stimulator with a 70 mm (mean diameter) butterfly coil (Novametrix Inc., Wallingford, CT, USA). A cloth marked with spacing 1 cm apart and Cz-referenced to the intersection of midsagittal and interaural lines was placed on the scalp. The intersection of the wings (center of the coil) was applied tangentially to the scalp while the handgrips were placed so that they were parallel to the midsagittal line facing the back. Magnetic stimulation was performed with excitation threshold (ET) plus 20% output. MEPs were obtained from both abductor pollicis brevis muscles (APB) in a relaxed state. Each site was stimulated three times at 1 cm intervals from which the shortest latency and the average of the peak-to-peak amplitudes were adopted. The site where the ET was the lowest, latency was the shortest, and average amplitude was the largest was determined as the optimal scalp site. Patients were classified into two groups according to the presence of MEP on the affected APB: MEP (+) group (patients who showed MEP in the affected APB) and MEP (-) group (patients who did not show MEP in the affected APB).

Statistical analysis
--------------------

Chi-square and independent t tests were performed to determine the differences between two groups in terms of sex, age, lesion side, days to MEP, and hemorrhage volume. Mann-Whitney test was used to compare MI scores between at onset and at six months after onset or changes of MI score for six months of the two groups. Chi-square test was performed to compare the distribution of prognosis between early MEP and late MEP groups. SPSS ver. 17.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used for all statistical analyses. Statistical significance was considered when p-value was less than 0.05.

RESULTS
=======

Demographic and clinical data
-----------------------------

Demographic data of the 60 patients used in this study are summarized in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. According to the time of MEP, the early MEP group had 22 patients and the late MEP group had 38 patients. In the early MEP group, 15 of the 22 patients (68.2%) were MEP (+) and seven of the 22 patients (31.8%) were MEP (-). In the late MEP group, 18 of the 38 patients (47.4%) were MEP (+) and 20 of the 38 patients (52.6%) were MEP (-). Time of MEP performed from onset was 13.0±2.20 days in the early MEP group and 20.94±3.70 days in the late MEP group. No significant (p\>0.05) differences in age, sex distribution, lesion side, or hemorrhage volume was observed between the early MEP group and the late MEP group or between the MEP (+) group and the MEP (-) group. However, significant (p\<0.05) difference in the time of MEP performed was observed between the early MEP group and the late MEP group.

Motor function in the early MEP group and late MEP group
--------------------------------------------------------

MI scores at onset and at six months after the onset in all subgroups are summarized in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. At onset, no significant difference of MI score was observed in all subgroups. At 6 months after the onset, significant (p\<0.05) difference was observed between MEP (+) and MEP (-) group in patients with early MEP or late MEP but no significant difference was observed between early MEP and late MEP group in patients with MEP (+) or MEP (-) group. In patients with MEP (+), significant (p\<0.05) difference was observed in the change of MI score for six months between the early MEP group and the late MEP group. In patients of the late MEP group, significant (p\<0.05) difference in change of MI score for six months was observed between the MEP (+) group and the MEP (-) group. However, no significant (p\>0.05) difference in change of MI score was observed between the early MEP group and the late MEP group in the MEP (-) group or between MEP (+) group and MEP (-) group in the early MEP group.

The clinical classification as good prognosis group (MI≥75) or poor prognosis group (MI\<75) according to MI score at six months after stroke onset is summarized in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. In the early MEP group, 14 of the 22 patients (63.6%) belonged to the good prognosis group. The remaining 8 patients (36.4%) belonged to the poor prognosis group. By contrast, in the late MEP group, 21 of the 38 patients (55.3%) belonged to the good prognosis group. The remaining 17 (44.7%) belonged to the poor prognosis group. In the early MEP group, 12 (80.0%) of the 15 patients of the MEP (+) group showed good prognosis whereas five (71.4%) of the 7 patients of the MEP (-) group showed poor prognosis. In the late MEP group, 17 (94.4%) of 18 patients of MEP (+) showed good prognosis while 16 (80.0%) of 20 patients of MEP (-) showed poor prognosis. No significant difference was observed in the distribution of prognosis between the early MEP and late MEP groups.

DISCUSSION
==========

In the current study, we hypothesized that the predictability of MEP for motor outcome would be better in late stage than early stage of stroke patients. Thus, we compared the predictability of motor outcome in patients with PH according to the time when MEP was performed (early TMS, late TMS) retrospectively. We observed the following results: 1) for patients with MEP (+), in the late MEP group, a larger portion of patients showed good recovery compared to that in the early MEP group (late MEP, 94.4%; early MEP, 80.0%); 2) for patients with MEP (-), in the late MEP group, a larger portion of patients had bad prognosis compared to that in the early MEP group (late MEP, 80.0%; early MEP, 71.4%); 3) No significant improvement of MI between MEP (+) and MEP (-) was observed when MEP was performed early or late. Therefore, the predictability of motor outcome in patients with PH when MEP was performed late (16-30 days from onset) was better than that when MEP was performed early (onset-15 days). Such results could be due to the following reasons. First, it might be due to perihematomal edema. A recent study reported that perihematomal edema could peak during the first week and continue for two weeks from onset in patients with intracerebral hemorrhage \[[@B22]\]. Therefore, more perihematomal edema for 15 days from stroke onset in the early MEP group might have increased the ET of MEP, consequently causing false negative results of MEP. Second, it might be due to the recovery of an injured CST with the passage of time \[[@B23][@B24]\]. Surviving penumbra around the hematoma may offer opportunities for secondary perihematomal neuronal reorganization \[[@B25][@B26][@B27]\]. Therefore, the recovered CST after injury could have resulted in more MEP (+) in the late MEP group than that in the early MEP group.

Since the introduction of MEP, many studies have reported its prediction for motor outcome in stroke patients \[[@B8][@B9][@B13][@B14][@B15][@B16]\]. In these studies, MEP was performed between one day and two months after the onset of stroke \[[@B8][@B9][@B13][@B14][@B15][@B16]\]. A few MEP studies have reported that absence of MEP in the early stage of stroke is unreliable for predicting of motor outcome \[[@B13][@B14][@B28]\]. In 1994, Arac et al. \[[@B28]\] performed MEP within the first week from onset in stroke patients and found that absence of MEPs obtained during the first week did not necessarily indicate poor recovery at three and six months later. In 1996, Catano et al. \[[@B13]\] found that ET was increased at seven days after the onset of stroke. However, ET was constantly lower at 30 days and 90 days after the onset of stroke in patients who recovered than in those who did not recover. In 2009, Pizzi et al. \[[@B14]\] found that an absence of MEP performed in acute post-stroke phase had a high rate of false negativity in regard to both motor outcome and functional outcome. Our results are in consistent with the results of these studies \[[@B13][@B14][@B28]\].

Many studies using MEP have reported its predictability for motor outcome in stroke patients \[[@B8][@B9][@B13][@B14][@B15][@B16]\]. However, no study has reported the predictability of motor outcome according to the time of MEP after the onset of stroke. To the best of our knowledge, one study reported the optimal timing of DTI in stroke patients regarding other evaluation tools for predicting motor outcome. In 2012, Kwon et al. \[[@B20]\] compared the prediction of motor outcome according to time of DTI in 71 patients with corona radiate infarct and found that the predictability of motor outcome was better during the late two weeks than during the early two weeks after the onset of stroke. Although the evaluation tool is different, the result of Kwon\'s study is compatible with the result of our study. Our study is the first MEP study to investigate predictability of motor outcome according to the time of MEP in stroke patients.

There are some limitations of this study. First, we used MI score including upper and lower extremity power although MEPs were obtained from APB muscle. In addition, we classified patients into subgroups only according to the presence of MEP. Thus, outcome of MI might be affected by latency and amplitude of MEP in patient with MEP (+). Another limitation is that this study was conducted retrospectively. We could not confirm the predictability of motor outcome with the passage of time. In addition, we could not divide the duration in more details due to the small number of patients. Further studies including a larger number of patients with a prospective design should be performed in order to determine the optimal timing of MEP for more accurate prediction of motor outcome in stroke patients.

In conclusion, we found that the predictability of motor outcome might be better when MEP is performed late (16-30 days from onset) than that when MEP is performed early (onset-15 days) in patients with PH. Further studies are needed for other stroke pathologies to overcome the limitation of MEP.
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###### Demographic data for patients in early MEP and late MEP groups

![](arm-39-553-i001)

Values are presented as mean±standard deviation or number of patients.

MEP, motor evoked potentials; MEP (+), patients who showed MEP in the affected abductor pollicis brevis; MEP (-), patients who did not show MEP in the affected abductor pollicis brevis; early MEP, performed within 15 days from the onset; late MEP, performed at 16-30 days after the onset.

###### Changes in motor function in the early MEP and the late MEP groups

![](arm-39-553-i002)

Values are presented as mean±standard deviation.

MEP, motor evoked potentials; MEP (+), patients who showed motor evoked potentials in the affected abductor pollicis brevis; MEP (-), patients who did not show motor evoked potentials in the affected abductor pollicis brevis; early MEP, performed within 15 days from the onset; late MEP, performed at 16-30 days after the onset.

^a)^In patients with early MEP, significant difference between the MEP (+) group and the MEP (-) group. ^b)^In patients with late MEP, significant difference between the MEP (+) group and the MEP (-) group. ^c)^In patients with MEP (+), significant difference between the early MEP group and the late MEP group. ^d)^In patients who underwent late MEP, significant difference between the MEP (+) group and the MEP (-) group.

^\*^p\<0.05.

###### Proportion of the prevalence according to the prognosis in the early MEP and the late MEP groups
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Values are presented as number of patients (%).

MEP, motor evoked potentials; MEP (+), patients who showed motor evoked potentials in the affected abductor pollicis brevis; MEP (-), patients who did not show motor evoked potentials in the affected abductor pollicis brevis; early MEP, performed within 15 days from the onset; late MEP, performed at 16-30 days after the onset.
